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This invention relates to a method of solution min; 
ing and more particularly to a method of controlled cav~ 
ing for solution mining operations in salt, .where the salt 
deposits occur in relatively narrow seams atsubstantial 
distances underground. . . 

The invention will be described with reference to the 
mining of trona lying in underground layers separated 
by layers of shale, although it will be obvious as the de 
scription proceeds that the invention’ is also. applicable 
to the mining of other soluble and liqui?able. under-. 
ground mineral formations. V 

In the vicinity of Green River, Wyoming, large beds 
of trona have been found at a depth of. about 1500 feet. 
underground. The lowermost trona bed or layer is ap 
proximately 12 feet in thickness and overlying the main 
trona bed are alternate layers of shale and thinner trona 
layers extending upwardly to approximatelyv 1200 feet 
below the ground surface. Including the main ‘trona bed 
and the overlying thinner layers the total trona invithe' 
deposit is over 40 feet in thickness. _ 

In the solution mining of trona from‘ this formation 
it is the present practice to connect .two spaced wells 
through the lower trona bed by hydraulically fractur 
ing the formation substantially at the interface of the 
lower trona bed and the underlying shale formation and 
to start solution mining from the bottom of‘ the lower 
bed by circulating a dissolving liquid through the‘ frac 
ture to dissolve the trona in the lower bed, beginning 
from the bottom upwardly. 

It is an object of this invention to improve the recov 
ery of trona from this formation by systematically ex 
posing the trona in the upper trona beds to the action of 
the dissolving liquid. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a method 
for recovering trona from the upper trona beds by solu 
tion mining. , _ 

Another object of the invention is to provide a method 
of controlled caving of the upper trona beds after a por 
tion of the lower trona bed has been removed by solu 
tion mining whereby circulation of the underground so 
lution can be directed in such a Way as to dissolve out 
more of the trona from the lower trona bed and to pre 
vent short *circuiting of the solution between the wells. 

Another object of the invention is to expose more of 
the trona bed to solution mining where portions of the 
trona bed have been bypassed by the flow of the mining 
solution therethrough. 

These same objects are applicable to the solution min~ 
ing of other salt and similar deposits which can be re 
moved in liqui?ed form from underground formations. 

Various other objects and advantages of the invention 
will appear as this description proceeds. 

Referring now to the drawings: 
Fig, l is a diagrammatic illustration of a trona deposit 

in which solution mining in the lower bed has already 
taken place. . ' 

--Fig. 2 is a plan view illustrating how controlled eav 
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ing by the method herein described can be used todis 
solve more trona from the formation. ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a plan view of an illustrative solution miningf 
layout showing how this invention may be applied thereto.. 
As illustrated in Fig. l, the maintrona bed consists _ 

of a layer 10 approximately 12 feet in thickness and ap-. 
proximately 1500 feet underground. Below the trona. 
bed is a layer of shale 11 and above the trona bed is an 
other layer of shale 11a, followed by alternate layers - 
‘10b and 11b of trona and shale extending upwardly, for. 
several hundred‘ feet above the main trona bed. As .il-;. 
lustrated in Fig. 1 two wells A and B have been, drilledlv 
into. the lower trona bed approximately to the bottom. 
thereof and communication between thewellaAand 
has been established by hydraulically fracturing theffoir-i 
motion between these wells by introducing a hydraulic. 
?uid into the formation under sufficient pressure ,to. cause : 
parting of the formation starting substantially atthe in 
terface between the lower trona bed andthe underlying 
shale layer as described, for example, inpatent applica-. 
tion Serial No. 564,417, ?led February 9, 1956, now. 
Patent No. 2,847,202. A dissolving solution is thencir 
culated between well'A and well B to dissolve out the: 
trona between wells A and B in the lower trona bed 10 . 
forming what is believed to be a roughly elliptical shaped 
cavity 12 between the wells A and B as illustrated in Fig. ' 
2. Wells A and B may, for example, be of the order. 
of 600 to 2000 feet apart. . 
Due to the somewhat impervious and insoluble nature 

of the shale layers 11 and 11a substantially no shale is. 
dissolved or removed from these layers and the tendency. 
is to dissolve trona only from the lower trona bed in the 
path of circulation between the wells A and B. Due to 
the hydrostatic pressure of the solution head against the 
underside of the shale layer 11a the roof of the solution 
cavity is supported and the tendency of the shale. layer 
11a to cave is materially reduced. 
While some insoluble material contained inithe trona’ 

and ?aking from the shale is deposited in ‘the bottom of. 
the cavity 12 as indicated at 13, the cavity-_ tends to en-~ 
large by dissolving trona around the periphery of‘ the 
cavityand due to the upward pressure of the ‘dissolving-i 
solution Within the cavity on the shale layer 11a caving; 
from the roof does not take place to any material extent 
and the solution largely is con?ned within the lower trona 
bed 10. It is undesirable to have caving adjacent wells 
A and B because this sometimes causes bending of the 
well casings, which interferes with cleaning and other 
operations, and severe caving adjacent well-s A or B‘ 
might result in plugging these wells and stoppage of ?ow 
of solution ?uid therethrough. ' I 

In'accordance with the practice of this invention con-9» 
trolled caving may be induced between wells A and B 
by drilling a well C into the formation and into one of 
the upper trona beds. The well C is then underreamed 
at 'C’, cased and cemented according to the usual prac 
tice and a hydraulic fracturing pressure is applied to the 
underreamed portion by pumping a suitable hydraulic 
?uid under pressure through the casing of well C and 
into the underrearned section C’ until the fracturing'pres 
sure is exceeded. a 

7 Due to the fact that the overburden extends for several 
hundred feet above the bottom of the well C to the 
ground surface and that the depth of the trona formation‘ 
below the bottom of well C extending downward to the 
solution mined cavity 12 may be of any desired distance 
from, for example, 25 to 200 feet depending upon the 
depth of well C, the application of the hydraulic fractur 
ing pressure through the well C tends to develop hori'? 
zontally along the interface between the trona bed 1019 
into which the well C extends and the adjacent shale 
layer 11b until-su?icientipressure-has been ~appliedlto 
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overcome the resistance to caving after which a large area, 
such as indicated in dotted lines 15, will be caused to 
cave and drop into the already solution mined area 12 
and assume a position somewhat as indicated at 15a. 

Referring to Fig. 2 the outline of the caved deposit is 
indicated at 15a. By caving the upper layer in this man 
ner the upper trona layers 1% are exposed at their edges, 
a large amount of dissolvable trona is deposited in the 
caved material 15a in the cavity 12 already out between 
the wells A and B and the path of the mining liquid is now 
directed in two ?ows indicated by the arrows 16a and 1512 
around the caved portion 15a from the well A to the well 
B thereby bringing more of the trona in the bed 10 into 
contact with the solution mining liquid, while at the same 
time the trona in the caved portion 15a is dissolved by 
the percolation of the dissolving liquid therethrough. 
Any tendency of the solution liquid to short circuit be 
tween wells A and B is reduced by the caved portion 15a. 

While it is preferred to induce the caving by the use 
of gradually applied hydraulic fracturing pressure, it will 
be understood, of course, that substantially the same re 
sults can be secured by inserting an explosive charge at 
the bottom of well C and exploding the charge according 
to oil well shooting practice. This, however, does not 
produce as uniform an area of caving as the use of a 
hydraulic fracturing pressure at the bottom of well C and 
is more likely to cause damage to the casings of wells A 
and B. During the hydraulic fracturing operation at the 
bottom of well C it is desirable to relieve the upward 
pressure of the solution in the cavity 12 against the under 
portion of the shale layer 3.1a as much as possible by 
discontinuing the pumping of solution ?uid under pressure 
into wells A and B and opening these well heads to at 
mospheric pressure or by pumping out a portion of the 
?uid in the upper parts of wells A and B to relieve the 
hydrostatic pressure head on the formation. 

Fig. 3 shows a diagrammatic pattern for solution min 
ing in which after forming cavity 12 around wells A and 
B, well D is connected to well B by hydraulic fracturing 
and a cavity 12a is formed by circulation of a dissolving 
?uid between these wells. In a similar manner cavities 
12b and 120 are formed between wells E and D and wells 
E and A leaving a substantial unmined portion 20 between 
the cavities 12, 12a, 12b and 120. In this arrangement 
controlled caving can be induced from wells C1, C2, C3 
and C4. As indicated at C2 and C4 this caving may be 
along the outer edges of cavities 12a and 120 to cause 
solution mining ?uid to be directed against the unmined 
portion or pillar 20 by the caved deposits 15:: to facilitate 
dissolving out this pillar. 

After the caving, Wells C may be used for the introduc 
tion or withdrawal of solution mining liquid to thereby 
create new ?ow patterns between the wells and expose 
more trona to contact with the dissolving liquid. If de 
sired, the wells C, C1, C2, C3 and C4 may be of consid 
erably smaller diameter than the producing wells A and 
B, thereby reducing the cost thereof. 
Caving of the area indicated at 15 leaves the edges of 

the alternate trona layers 1% and shale layers 11b ex 
posed to contact with the dissolving liquid. In subse 
quent solution mining of the cavity exposed by caving 
area 15 the mining solution will penetrate and dissolve 
trona from the exposed edges of layers 1012. This will 
result in the removal of support for the shale layers 11b 
and the edges of these layers wil gradually cave into the 
cavity 12. This caving will, however, be a gradual cav 
ing removed from the immediate vicinity of wells A and 
B so that danger of bending or plugging the casings of 
these wells is reduced. This process will continue to dis 
solve and expose larger areas around the cavity 15 and 
will ultimately lead to the solution and removal of sub 
stantially all of the trona in layers in!) between wells A 
and B without, however, exposing these wells to large un 
controlled caving immediately adjacent these wells. 

If wells C are not to be used for the introduction or 
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removal of solution mining liquor the casing and cement 
ing of the walls C may be omitted and the caving induced 
therefrom by inserting a packer at the bottom of the well 
and above the underreamed section C’ to con?ne the hy 
draulic fracturing ?uid at the desired level, and the hy 
draulic fracturing ?uid may be introduced through tubing 
communicating with the packer. As indicated above, an 
explosive charge may be exploded at the bottom of wells 
C to cause caving but this is not the preferred procedure. 

In the event that well C is inadvertently drilled into 
the solution mined cavity 12 it may be plugged at the 
desired distance above the cavity 12 by inserting a suit~ 
able packer and the hydraulic fracturing pressure may be 
applied to the formation above the packers. The well 
C, if desired, may be underreamed above the packer in 
this instance. 

After the initial caving from the bottom of well C addi 
tional caving can be produced above the bottom of well C 
by inserting a packer at the point where the additional 
caving is desired, perforating the casing of well C above 
the packer and pumping a fracturing ?uid into the forma 
tion under suf?cient pressure to produce the desired cav 
ing. This process can be repeated at spaced intervals 
along the well ‘C until all the layers of trona above the 
cavity 12 and adjacent the well C have been caved into 
the solution mined cavity. If the well C is not cased the 
same results may be secured by inserting packers at suc 
cessively higher levels in the well and applying fracturing 
pressure above the packers. 
While the application of the invention has been de— 

scribed with speci?c reference to inducing caving from 
above into a solution mined cavity in a multiple layered 
trona deposit it will be understood that the invention 
is applicable to solution mined sodium chloride and other 
salt deposits and also to sulfur and other deposits ‘re 
movable in liquid form from an underground formation 
as well as to other underground cavities into which it is 
desired to produce controlled caving. Where a homoge~ 
neous salt layer several hundred feet in thickness is being 
mined it is possible to induce controlled caving from the 
upper salt bed into a solution mined cavity by the use of 
the method described. 
Other methods of applying controlled caving to a solu~ 

tion mined ?eld will be readily apparent to persons skilled 
in the art in view of the above illustrative description. 

While the invention has been described with particular 
reference to the solution mining of trona located in 
spaced horizontal beds, such as in the Green River, 
Wyoming formation, it will be understood that the in 
vention is also applicable to other salt and liquid mining 
methods, such as the mining of sulfur, and that various 
modi?cations and changes can be made in the method 
described without departing from the spirit of this in 
vention or the scope of the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. The method of solution mining which comprises 

forming a cavity between spaced wells by passing a solvent 
through a soluble formation between the spaced wells 
and inducing controlled caving into said cavity between 
the wells by drilling an intermediate well into the forma 
tion, stopping the intermediate well at a substantial dis 
tance above the said cavity and inducing caving from the 
intermediate well by applying a caving pressure adjacent 
the bottom of the intermediate well to cave a portion of 
the overlying formation into the cavity produced by the 
solution mining. 

2. The method of claim 1 in which the pressure on the 
cavity is reduced during the application of the caving 
pressure. 

3. The method of liquid mining which comprises form 
ing a cavity between spaced wells by passing a removal 
liquid through a formation removable in liquid form be 
tween the spaced wells and inducing controlled caving 
into said cavity between the wells by drilling an inter 

'(5 mediate Well into the formation, stopping the intermediate 
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well at a substantial distance above the said cavity and 
inducing caving from the intermediate well by applying 
a caving pressure adjacent the bottom of the intermediate 
well to cave a portion of the overlying formation into 
the cavity produced by the removal liquid. 

4. The method of controlling caving in a solution 
mining operation which comprises passing a removal liq 
uid between two spaced wells in an underground mineral 
formation removable in liquescent form until a substan 
tial underground cavity has been formed between the 
two wells and then inducing controlled caving of the 
formation into the cavity by drilling an intermediate 
well into the formation, stopping said intermediate well 
at a vertically spaced distance above the said cavity and 
causing caving into said cavity from the bottom of the 
intermediate well by applying a hydraulic fracturing pres 
sure adjacent the bottom of the intermediate well to cave 
a portion of the formation into the solution mined 
cavity. 

5. The method of controlling caving in a solution 
mining operation which comprises passing a removal 
liquid between two spaced wells in an underground min 
eral formation removable in liquescent form until a 
substantial underground cavity has been formed between 
the two wells and then inducing controlled caving of 
the formation into the cavity by drilling an intermediate 
well into the formation, stopping said intermediate well 
at a distance above the said cavity, underreaming the 
intermediate well at the bottom and causing caving into 
said cavity from the bottom of the intermediate well by 
applying a hydraulic fracturing pressure at the bottom 
of the intermediate well to cave a portion of the overlying 
formation into the solution mined cavity. 

6. The method of solution mining of trona in a plu 
rality of underground layers interspersed with layers of 
shale which comprises drilling spaced wells into the lower 
layer of said trona formation, hydraulically fracturing 
said trona layer at the lower interface to produce com 
munication between said wells, circulating a dissolving 
liquid between said wells to dissolve trona from said lower 
trona layer and form a cavity therein drilling an inter 
mediate well into the formation, stopping the intermediate 
well at a substantial distance above said cavity and in 
ducing controlled caving from said intermediate well into 
said cavity between said wells to expose trona in the upper 
layers of said formation to said dissolving liquid by ap 
plying a caving pressure adjacent the bottom of said 
intermediate well. ' 

7. The method of solution mining of trona in a plu 
rality of underground layers interspersed with layers of 
shale which comprises drilling spaced wells into the lower 
layer of said trona formation, hydraulically fracturing 
said trona layer at the lower interface to produce com 
munication between said wells, circulating a dissolving 
liquid between said wells to dissolve trona from said 
lower trona layer and form a cavity therein, drilling an 
intermediate well into an upper trona layer in said for 
mation, stopping the intermediate well at a substantial 
distance above said cavity and inducing controlled caving 
from said intermediate well into said cavity between said 
wells to expose trona in the upper layers of said for 
mation to said dissolving liquid by applying a caving pres 
sure adjacent the bottom of said intermediate well. 

8. The method of solution mining of trona lying in a 
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plurality of underground layers separated by layers of 65 
shale which comprises drilling spaced wells into the trona 
formation substantially to the bottom of the lower trona 

6 
layer, hydraulically fracturing the formation between said 
wells to produce underground communication between 
said wells, circulating a dissolving liquid between said 
wells to dissolve trona from said lower trona layer and 
form a cavity therein and exposing upper layers of trona 
to solution mining by drilling an intermediate well into 
the formation, stopping the intermediate well at a sub 
stantial distance above said cavity and inducing controlled 
caving into said cavity from said intermediate well to 
cave upper'layers of trona and shale into said cavity by 
applying a caving pressure adjacent the bottom of said 
intermediate well, and circulating a dissolving liquid 
around said caved section and through said caved area 
to dissolve more trona therefrom. 

9. The method of solution mining of trona lying in a 
plurality of underground layers separated by layers of 
shale which comprism drilling spaced wells into the 
trona formation substantially to the bottom of the lower 
trona layer, hydraulically fracturing the formation be 
tween said wells to produce underground communication 
between said wells, circulating a dissolving liquid between 
said wells to dissolve trona from said lower trona layer and 
form a cavity therein and exposing upper layers of trona 
to solution mining by drilling an intermediate well into 
the trona formation to an upper trona layer therein, 
stopping the intermediate well at a substantial distance 
above said cavity and causing caving of the upper layers 
of trona and shale into said cavity from the bottom of 
said intermediate well by applying a caving pressure ad 
jacent the bottom of said intermediate well, and circulat 
ing a dissolving liquid around said caved section and 
through said caved area to dissolve more trona there 
from. 

10. The method of solution mining of trona lying in 
a plurality of underground layers separated by layers of 
shale which comprises drilling spaced wells into the trona 
formation substantially to the bottom of the lower trona 
layer, hydraulically fracturing the formation between 
said wells to produce underground communication be 
tween said wells, circulating a dissolving liquid between 
said wells to dissolve trona from said lower trona layer 
and form a cavity in the formation and exposing upper 
layers of trona to solution mining by drilling an inter 
mediate well into the trona formation to an upper trona 
layer therein, stopping the intermediate well at a sub 
stantial distance above said cavity, hydraulically fracturing 
the formation adjacent the intermediate well and caving 
a portion of the upper layers of trona and shale into said 
cavity from the bottom of said intermediate well, and cir 
culating a dissolving liquid around said caved section 
and through said caved area to dissolve more trona there 
from. 

11. The method of producing controlled caving into 
an underground mining cavity which comprises forming 
an underground mining cavity in the formation, drilling 
a well into the formation above said cavity, stopping the 
well at a substantial distance above said cavity and in 
ducing caving from substantially the bottom of said well 
by applying a caving pressure adjacent the bottom of said 
well to cave a portion of the overlying formation into 
said cavity. 
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